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The problem
• Student mental health is a big issue
• PGR students have particular issues, including social isolation



What we did: the Pears journal



What we did: the Pears journal exercises



What we did: the Pears journal



What we did: the Pears app



What we did: the study

4-weeks

Pre study interview (~50min)
& study phone provided

“Pearing” (meet up)

Post study interview (~30min)
Study phone returned
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Diary activities

N=15



General Findings
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Meeting succss % over time

44/78 (56%) Meetings.

“I like the idea of it, and I liked meeting people that I 
hadn’t met before, and just liked talking to them, as well”. 

“[the PhD is] what we do all the time. It’s all what we’re 
thinking about. You don’t want to talk about that”

198/240 (82.5%) Activities.

“I did kind of fill them in, but it was more a case of 
because I had to, rather than because I thought I was 
personally getting anything out of it”

“I have continued journaling through an app, but more to 
track moods and activities – not specific to the PhD as I 
couldn’t find anything like the Pears Journal”



What we found: two use cases



“I don't really know anyone […] basically I am on my own”

“you don't want to appear to be needy either do you?”

“we will learn together”

“it gives me an idea of how to organise your research life”

“It’s another perspective”
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“it kinda feels like a factory floor [in the hotdesking room] a 
bit and I didn't really... I didn't really make any friends”

“I wasn’t really that interested because, you know, I don’t 
want to talk about my PhD; because if they talk about theirs, 

I have to talk about mine”

“I rather thought there might have been some kind of 
continuing connections coming out of these meetings […]

but that’s not the way friendships work really, is it?”
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What we found: potentially harmful?
• Formal “networking-like” meetings.

• People not being honest or “opening up”.

• Students being unsupportive.

“I was just going through a very rough patch on my 
own […] I was actually excited to meet more people 
but I think it turned out to be the other way. It just 
became more of an added anxiety”



What we learnt

@dbpharrison | daniel.b.p.harrison@northumbria.ac.uk

• Studying for a PhD is challenging!

• Students can feel isolated, both socially and from their colleagues.

• Systems such as Pears might be useful.

• However, peer support and social connectedness can be incongruous

• Peer support does not replace other sources of student support.


